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SUID-AFRIKAANSE PASPOORTE : T.E. MBULU EN ANDERE

A. 1. Uit n veiligheidsoogpunt is niks nadeligs teen ondergenoemde persone aangetekend nie:

Thandiwe Elda MBULU V/F 3398835
Nombeko Monica MANTSHONGO 1928362
Mabungw Jim MOKOENA 1-0205746-9
Buksani Tandabantu NGCUKA 5776624
Madukulana NTINGA 6549232
Madjumeta Enoch APhANE 0089200
Thenjiwe Patience GUMBI 5297161
Mongali Morena KHITSANE
Joel Leholohenolo KHOSANA 5-2813053
Zulu MASINGA 6873587
Sandile Anthony MKUDADI
Simon Noshe MKHOMBO
Daisy Npolokeng MOTAU
Paulina MOTLUNGO
Nokula Elizabeth NKAMBULE 1609373
Zingelwayo Nozikawipheli NTSELE 2917719
Malashana Azariah SEBUYI 1-4280653-1
Bhekinkosi Stanley BIYELA 4267783
Paulos KHOZA 1-6712641-6
Thandiwe Alizina GOULD 1599760
Temba Solomon MASHIMINI 14121532
Titus PakiY RAMETSI 6497303
Thanzi Catherine NKWAYI 5-3563458-8

B. 1. Ter inligting.

N/KOMMISSARIS : SUID-AFRIKAANSE POLISIE

KOLONEL

DE PPRE
Die Sekretaris van Binnelandse Sake en Immigrasie
Privaatsak X174
PRETORIA

BULELANI THANDABANTU, NGCUKA

AANSOEK OM 'N SUID-AFRIKAANSE PASPOORT:

Bewyssoeknommer: 5776624

1. Die behoorlike voltooi de aansoekvorm tesame met die volgende stukke/inligting word hiermee vir u overgeleë:
   a) Twee foto's waarvan een behoorlik gesertifiseer
   b) Skatkisorder/-/tjek/-posordernommer: 500
   c) Skatkisorderingnommer: 20/8420
   d) Die Hoofkommissaris: Durban
   e) Die Kommissaris/Magistraat: Durban

2. Die aansoek is n herneming van paspoortnommer

3. Die Reisdocument nommer

4. Verdeelingsverslag is op aangevra.

5. Die aansoek is nie n Südafrikaanse burger nie

6. Die aansoek is n Südafrikaanse burger nie
1. TELEPHONE CONVERSATION MAIL LOUARANS AND MAIL VAN VIJDEN FROM YOUR OFFICE ON 1965-03-11.

2. BOTH JAYDEN NASILEE SINGH (52/15) AND HIS WIFE MADIE BUCHI SINGH ALIAS MADIE (52/54) ARE WELL KNOWN TO MEMBERS OF THIS OFFICE.

3. JAYDEN SINGH INITIALLY CAME TO THE ATTENTION OF THIS OFFICE IN 1947 WHEN HE ADDRESSED A S.A. COMMUNIST PARTY (CAP) MEETING IN WATERKLOOF AVENUE, DEM. HE THEREAFTER BECAME ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN SAPE ACTIVITIES WITH PERSONS SUCH AS MYUSI QAMQAM (52/9) OR. ADAM MAICIE (52/5) AND ROWLEY ARENSTEIN (51/197). HE BECAME INCREASINGLY ACTIVE IN THE INC (50/120) UNKONTO WEZINTSA (59/247) AND THE CONGRESS ALLIANCE (57/7/21/26).

4. HE IS AN ATTORNEY BY PROFESSION AND A LISTED COMMUNIST (NO. 52). DURING THE 60'S, INVESTIGATIONS WERE INSTITUTED AGAINST HIM DUE TO HIS INVOLVEMENT IN ABUSEMENT GROUPS. BUT, DUE TO INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS WERE NOT INSTITUTED AGAINST HIM. HE PLAYED AN ACTIVE AND LEADING ROLE DURING THE PASSIVE RESISTANCE CAMPAIGN AS WELL AS THE ORGANIZATION OF THE FOLLOWING COMMUNIST GROUPS:

5. THE S.A. UNION
6. THE S.A. COMMUNIST PARTY
7. THE S.A. CIVIL RIGHTS
8. THE S.A. NATIVE UNION.
10. THE PURPOSE OF SINGH AND HIS WIFE'S APPLICATION IS TO ENABLE THEM TO ATTEND HIS YOUNGER DAUGHTER'S WEDDING IN TORONTO, CANADA ON 1988-05-08 AS WELL AS TO VISIT THEIR ELDER DAUGHTER IN THE U.S.A. THEY ALSO INTEND VISITING THEIR FAMILY IN INDIA DUE TO THE RECENT DEATH OF HIS LATE GRANDFATHER'S 1ST COUSIN. THESE FACTS CAN HOWEVER NOT BE VERIFIED TO DETERMINE THE AUTHENTICITY THEREOF.

11. THE WIFE OF JAYDEW W. SINGH, NL. TADHIE SUCHU SINGH ALSO HAS ULTIMATE LEFT-WING IDEOLOGIES. DURING THE 50'S SHE WAS ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS DPN AND DISTRICTS WOMANS LEAGUE (S/-), AND CIVIL LIBERTIES DEFENCE COMMITTEE (S/-). SHE ALSO LIAISED WITH INDIVIDUALS SUCH AS FATIMA MEER (S273/60), BERTHA MKHIZE (S4/934) AND RUTH SHABANE (S4/541), ALL OF WHOM WERE MEMBERS OF THE ANC AND NNP (S10/21).

12. SHE HAS NOT COME TO THE ATTENTION OF THIS OFFICE FOR MANY YEARS, AND IT WOULD APPEAR AS IF SHE IS NOT ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN POLITICS ANY LONGER.


14. RECOMMENDATION

ALTHOUGH THEY HAVE A LONG HISTORY OF POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT, AND THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THAT THEY HAVE ABUSED THEIR PRIVILEGES IN THE PAST, THIS OFFICE CAN FIND NO REASON TO OPPOSE THE APPLICATION. IT IS RECOMMENDED.

END/PPD/ KKKKK
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